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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Alejandro Velasco 
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center 

REVIEW RETURNED 03-Dec-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS With great interest I read the manuscript “Prevalence of 
hypertension at high altitude: cross sectional survey in Ladakh, 
Northern India 2007-2011.”  
 
The objectives of the study were first to determine the prevalence of 
hypertension in different geographical subdivisions of Ladakh, and 
second to identify factors that could play a role in causation of 
hypertension such as altitude, diet and occupation.  
 
I want to congratulate the authors for their hard work gathering 
socio-demographic, anthropomorphic information, along with blood 
pressure data in an isolated population in northern India.  
Unfortunately the manuscript cannot be suggested for publication for 
several reasons.  
 
1. Introduction: The nature of the study makes it impossible to prove 
causation of hypertension. “Association with hypertension” is a more 
appropriate term.  
2. Methods: A) The random table method used to sample the study 
population needs to be described further in detail. B) The 11-food 
item questionnaire reported in the discussion section was not 
mentioned in the methods or results. C) “Sedentary worker” 
definition is vague as it does not include any measure of physical 
activity outside work that can influence results  
3. Results: Table 3: Raw SBP and DBP data can be removed to 
make table easier to understand. Line 44 should use more formal 
English rather than “catch up”. Line 46 a mistake was found (40-59 
age group).  
4. Multivariate analysis: The occupation analysis does not provide 
any useful information, since most of the occupations have an 
association with hypertension (Is not only limited to sedentary 
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occupations). The association of migrant from rural to urban 
condition with hypertension is not convincing, since Tibetans born in 
Leh have also a high risk for HTN. The use of Tibetan in Changtang 
group as reference for models 3 and 4 in relation to other rural 
groups and to groups with a different ethnicity (Ladakh) is not the 
best way to conduct the analysis.  
5. Discussion: Including the 11-food item questionnaire is not 
appropriate since it was not mentioned in the results section. 
Measurement of urinary sodium and potassium could give more 
credibility to results of dietary patterns associated with hypertension.  
The first objective of the study was attained, however the study 
design and results are not able to support a role of diet, culture and 
life style with the association of hypertension in Ladakh. 

 

REVIEWER Julio Brito 
INSTITUTE OF HEALTH STUDIES, UNIVERSIDAD ARTURO 
PRAT, CHILE 

REVIEW RETURNED 08-Dec-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have carried out an extensively survey of hypertensive 
BP values in a wide spread area at altitude with different altitudes in 
between. They conclude “that like everywhere else in the world, 
hypertension prevalence in high altitude population has multifactorial 
aetiology. Also, that age, gender, socio-economic factors, diet, 
culture, race and changing life style plays major role than altitude in 
prevalence of hypertension.  
The authors are to be commended for the huge effort of enrolling 
such a high number of subjects. This study establishes the 
prevalence of BP hypertension prevalence in many counties, 
villages and cities in northern India. They investigated factors which 
are traditionally recognized to be influential in high BP and have also 
included altitude level as a factor.  
However, I have some major comments regarding the overall 
manuscript and several minor ones which will commented in order of 
appearance and not according to its importance.  
The manuscript is very extensive and full of confounding data and 
details that do not add to a better comprehension. On the contrary, 
they render its interpretation and reading very hard and sometimes 
confusing. In general , there is a complete information regarding 
prevalence of hypertension in those area where the studies were 
done, but the conclusions as the same authors declare is not a 
novelty in terms of high BP studies. Nevertheless, I am sure it is of 
real importance for their own health system registries and 
secondarily it contributes to have broad panorama of high BP 
prevalence at altitude.  
Comments:  
There are two titles (first unmanned page and page 2). The second 
title sounds more in concordance with the manuscript. Also the key 
words do not match with the provided in the main page from BMJ 
open.  
They study population living between 2600m to 4900m, which it is a 
great difference in terms of hypoxia effects and that issue is not well 
addressed.  
Abstract. The design of the study has to be defined properly (cross 
sectional).  
The conclusion or summary has to be polished. For instance, they 
found that overweight <25 is a decisive factor.  
Introduction:  
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There is more recent information regarding High BP in Andeans and 
at high altitude that should be included (mohana et al, HAMB, 
Siques et al, HAMB, Luks, HAMB) and discussed appropriately 
either in this part or in the discussion.  
The aims of the study are not in concordance with the abstract´s. 
Please, conciliate them accordingly. They do not separate the 
introduction in people living below 3000 (considered as median high 
altitude) to those above 3500 m (high or very high altitude)  
Methods:  
This part is very long and confusing for the purposes of the 
manuscript and the average reader interested in this topic.  
How did they determine the sample? It has to be included.  
The geopolitical subdivisions, for the purpose of this paper are not 
necessary. I suggest looking for a friendlier and understanding 
stratification.  
Data recollection:  
How was the methodology: home BP taking or in a medical unit? It is 
not clear.  
How hypertensive patients under treatment were treated. They count 
for hypertension prevalence, but could have had normal values of 
BP at the time of measurement:  
I suggest reducing much of the details regarding population or 
divisions, just naming the area, altitude, rural or urban and the 
number the villages or counties studied or enrolled. It is much easier 
to read and to interpretate the results. It is sufficient to explain just 
once the type of food and housing characteristics.  
Please use meters instead feet (page 7, line 6)  
Please check the BMI formula page 8, line 41.  
The BP device is validated elsewhere? Please include a reference.  
Do they the authors use an average or mean of two measures or 
which one?  
Please include the rationale for the BP cut points (add a reference,)  
Remarkably, measurement of SaO2 is not registered nor the device 
used and protocol. Please include in text.  
I suggest including Statistical analysis as title:  
Which ANOVA did the authors use? One way or repeated 
measures?  
For logistic regression the cut point for dependent or outcome 
variable has to be explicated either in this part or in the table and its 
rationale. For SPB , DBP or both.  
Where was established the statistically significant level?  
Results  
Fig 1 does not add to the manuscript. I would delete it or include as 
supplementary material.  
I suggest including subtitles more explanatory instead of starting 
with table number. You could put “total prevalence of BP 
hypertension rate and related variables in Ladackh region”. Avoid 
repeat the table legend or caption.  
Table 1 should include the general characteristics of the population. 
I suggest include the n, age, weight, SaO2, BMI, SBP, DBP, sex, 
meters of altitude. Therefore authors‟ table 1 should be redesigned. 
It is well known that saO2 varies with altitude, so it has to be written 
the expected value for every altitude. That should be discussed in 
some part of the text, since this a manuscript assessing altitude 
influence (that means mainly hypoxia) in BP hypertension.  
Table 2: I suggest changing “among male and… “For according to 
gender. Explain if this table is for the whole population? I understand 
that it is, but it has to be in the caption.  
The word total is confusing: is it an average, mean?  
# p<0.10 is not significant (p NS). The p is for the model? , or the 
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differences in between. Regarding symbols with p values, I suggest 
that better than trying to show how significant is, you should show if 
there is a difference regarding sex or age, provided you used 
ANOVA.  
Table 3, it is also confusing because of so many data. Title or 
subheadings have to be clear what values are you using. For 
instance “values are means plus SD or SE”. My suggestion is that 
this table be redesigned or included as supplementary material. 
Perhaps, change to rural, urban and migrants.  
Table 5 , I suggest to use p value > 0.01 or p<0.001.  
Table 6: is for the whole population? If not it must be explicated in 
legend  
Again p values are not clear if there is for the model or among them. 
Please clarify.  
Table 7: I suggest shortening and deleting occupation. Does this 
table could be avoided and highlighted in the text in results?  
How do you explain the higher OR between altitudes from 3000m 
3999m? Please include in discussion.  
Table 8:  
I only see male. Does it mean that females are also not significant? 
Female at a later age seem to have more BP hypertension 
according to table 2, please explain or review your data.  
I suggest not use a continuous variable for altitude. Please try to 
make a dummy variable or stratified for above and below 3000 m.  
Please explain the high OR of Tibetan born in leh.  
Finally avoid if possible repeating the results that are already clear in 
tables.  
Discussion  
Page 13, line 23. It is not satisfactory the explanation for higher BP 
after menopause at altitude. BP after menopause and CV tend to be 
equal not higher in women.  
In this part is very clearly explained the particular differences of 
groups in terms of cultural and food habit in these population. 
Therefore, as I have suggested it must be shortened or taken away 
from methodology. Even though, it has to be shortened as well.  
There are several statements that lacks of a reference. Page 16, line 
30 statement. Reference 4 does not support it. In fact I found too few 
references for this manuscript. Please sort out this weakness.  
I agree with the limitations regarding genetic factors, but there is 
enough literature to support it. Moreover Tibetans seems to be one 
of the truly genetically adapted to altitude (Beall Cynthia et al,).  
Before coming to a definitive conclusion check the log regression 
with stratified altitudes 

 

REVIEWER Piuetro Amedeo Modesti 
Dept. of Clinical and Experimental Medicine,  
University of Florence,  
Florence, Italy 

REVIEW RETURNED 12-Dec-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Norboo T et al investigate the prevalence of hypertension in Urban 
and rural sparse communities living at high altitude. The study is of 
interest as only few information is available in that remote setting. 
However some points have to be considered:  
 
1.No information regarding sample dimension is given. Most 
importantly the power of the study and consequently which range of 
differences in hypertension prevalence can be estimated is not given 
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to readers.  
2.Age is a relevant factor associated with hypertension prevalence. 
Census data are available. The Authors should try to explain why 
the sample was not stratified by age. The inclusion of age in a 
multivariate analysis might not be sufficient because of the 
underrepresentation of young and old subjects in the final sample. 
The four age categories presented in table 2, cannot indeed be 
maintained in the following tables.  
3.The definition of hypertension is not conventional for 
epidemiological studies. Notwithstanding the estimated low use of 
antihypertensive drug, a patients treated with drugs should be 
considered as hypertensive notwithstanding the measurement of low 
BP values.  
4.An important limitation of the present study is the absence of any 
information regarding salt intake. In low resource countries, sodium 
in the diet comes mainly from salt added during cooking and from 
sauces (e.g. soy sauce in China). In particular salted meat is a 
staple of the diet in Scandinavia, coastal Russia, and in the Arctic. 
Methods to estimate sodium intake mainly fall into two broad 
categories: estimation of urinary sodium excretion; and estimation 
based on dietary survey. Urinary sodium excretion was estimated 
only in one centre so that no useful information can be obtained. 
Information on food consumption are available but no data have 
been presented. In this sense the title is misleading.  
5.The number of table is probably high. Due to the lack of stratified 
prospective enrolments in the different centres, the number of 
subjects recruited in the single centres is probably too low to 
appreciate differences. Therefore data should only be presented as 
results of multivariate analysis. Furthermore to better appreciate the 
meaning of large confidence limits, the number of subjects included 
for each stratum should be included in Table 8. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer Name Alejandro Velasco  

Institution and Country University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center  

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟:  

 

Thank you very much for your comments and the document and the tables were revised as followings 

according to your comments.  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

With great interest I read the manuscript “Prevalence of hypertension at high altitude: cross sectional 

survey in Ladakh, Northern India 2007-2011.”  

 

The objectives of the study were first to determine the prevalence of hypertension in different 

geographical subdivisions of Ladakh, and second to identify factors that could play a role in causation 

of hypertension such as altitude, diet and occupation.  

 

I want to congratulate the authors for their hard work gathering socio-demographic, anthropomorphic 

information, along with blood pressure data in an isolated population in northern India.  

Unfortunately the manuscript cannot be suggested for publication for several reasons.  

 

1. Introduction: The nature of the study makes it impossible to prove causation of hypertension. 

“Association with hypertension” is a more appropriate term.  
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Revised as following.  

One, to determine the prevalence of hypertension in different geographical subdivisions of this widely 

dispersed high altitude district (from median high 2500~ to very high ~4500 m) and second which 

factors among the altitude, occupation, socio-economic, and lifestyle plays predominant role in 

association with hypertension.  

 

 

2. Methods: A) The random table method used to sample the study population needs to be described 

further in detail.  

 

Revised as following.  

Tata institute of Social Sciences Mumbay (TISS) and Ladakh Autonomous hill development council 

(LAHDC) conducted a house to house survey of the total population of Leh (urban population) in 2007 

for developing a micro-level planning in the region. 17 Since this census data was the latest, we 

corrected and used this population survey list (age group 20-90 years) to draw our sample of urban 

population for the study. The list of 2000 eligible subjects were representative of the age and gender 

structure of Ladakhi family and they were invited as the volunteered participants to the research 

center in Leh town.  

 

 

B) The 11-food item questionnaire reported in the discussion section was not mentioned in the 

methods or results.  

 

Reference with the method of the 11-food item questionnaire was added as following.  

Kimura Y, Wada T, Ishine M et al. Food diversity is closely associated with activities of daily living, 

depression, and quality of life in community-dwelling elderly people. J Am Geriatr Soc. 2009 

May;57(5):922-4.  

 

Dietary quantity intake assessed by our nutritionist (Y.K) by 24 hour recall method showed that 

energy intake was higher in Leh town (2305 Kcal in men and 1933 kcal in women) as compared to 

higher altitude at Changthang (2029 Kcal in men and 1802 kcal in women). Food diversity as 

assessed by 11-item food diversity score Kyoto was higher in Leh (6.7±1.8) as compared to higher 

altitude Changthang (6.1 ±1.5).26,27,28  

 

 

C) “Sedentary worker” definition is vague as it does not include any measure of physical activity 

outside work that can influence results  

 

Revised as following.  

People engaged in work closely associated with urban lifestyle are classified into sedentary worker 

consisting of office worker, business, shop keeper, taxi driver, government officer, travel agent, 

teacher and so on.  

 

3. Results: Table 3: Raw SBP and DBP data can be removed to make table easier to understand. 

Line 44 should use more formal English rather than “catch up”. Line 46 a mistake was found (40-59 

age group).  

 

Line 44 was revised as followings.  

Upto the age of 60 years, males tend to have higher blood pressure than females, however there 

become no significant difference between male and female aged 60 years or over.  
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Raw SBP, DBP and BMI data were removed in Table 3.  

 

Revised to 40-59 age group.  

 

 

4. Multivariate analysis: The occupation analysis does not provide any useful information, since most 

of the occupations have an association with hypertension (Is not only limited to sedentary 

occupations). The association of migrant from rural to urban condition with hypertension is not 

convincing, since Tibetans born in Leh have also a high risk for HTN. The use of Tibetan in 

Changtang group as reference for models 3 and 4 in relation to other rural groups and to groups with 

a different ethnicity (Ladakh) is not the best way to conduct the analysis.  

 

The classification of occupation was simplified into 4 groups of farmer, nomad, sedentary worker and 

others, and the main group of farmer was regarded as reference in multivariate analysis. The 

definition of housewife was changed. Full-time housewife was ragarded as housewife. Housewife who 

also work as nomad or farmer was classified as nomad or farmer. The classification of dwelling area 

was also simplified into 3 groups of rural areas, dwellers in Leh town and migrants from Changthang, 

and the main group of farmer was regarded as reference in multivariate analysis.  

 

5. Discussion: Including the 11-food item questionnaire is not appropriate since it was not mentioned 

in the results section.  

 

The result of the 11-food item questionnaire have been mentioned in the result of the references and 

we quoted the portion of the result in this discussion with addition of one reference regarding the 

method of 11-food item questionnaire as above.  

 

Measurement of urinary sodium and potassium could give more credibility to results of dietary 

patterns associated with hypertension.  

 

The following sentence was added in Strengths and limitations of this study.  

Though we did not carry out the nutritional survey in the all subjects but overweight brought about by 

lifestyle change was a decisive factor for hypertension.  

 

The first objective of the study was attained, however the study design and results are not able to 

support a role of diet, culture and life style with the association of hypertension in Ladakh.  

 

By the revision of the model of multivariate analysis, the independent associated factors of cultural 

factors were shown more clearly. Aging, dwelling in high altitude, obesity, urbanized occupation 

compared with farming and livestock farming, and dwelling in urban area and migration from nomad 

area were the independent associated factors to hypertension.  

 

 

 

Reviewer Name Julio Brito  

Institution and Country INSTITUTE OF HEALTH STUDIES, UNIVERSIDAD ARTURO PRAT, CHILE  

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟:  

 

Thank you very much  

None declared.  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

Title: Prevalence of hypertension at high altitude: cross-sectional survey in Ladakh, Northern India 
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2007-2011  

 

 

The authors have carried out an extensively survey of hypertensive BP values in a wide spread area 

at altitude with different altitudes in between. They conclude “that like everywhere else in the world, 

hypertension prevalence in high altitude population has multifactorial aetiology. Also, that age, 

gender, socio-economic factors, diet, culture, race and changing life style plays major role than 

altitude in prevalence of hypertension.  

The authors are to be commended for the huge effort of enrolling such a high number of subjects. 

This study establishes the prevalence of BP hypertension prevalence in many counties, villages and 

cities in northern India. They investigated factors which are traditionally recognized to be influential in 

high BP and have also included altitude level as a factor.  

However, I have some major comments regarding the overall manuscript and several minor ones 

which will commented in order of appearance and not according to its importance.  

The manuscript is very extensive and full of confounding data and details that do not add to a better 

comprehension. On the contrary, they render its interpretation and reading very hard and sometimes 

confusing. In general , there is a complete information regarding prevalence of hypertension in those 

area where the studies were done, but the conclusions as the same authors declare is not a novelty in 

terms of high BP studies. Nevertheless, I am sure it is of real importance for their own health system 

registries and secondarily it contributes to have broad panorama of high BP prevalence at altitude.  

 

Comments:  

There are two titles (first unmanned page and page 2). The second title sounds more in concordance 

with the manuscript. Also the key words do not match with the provided in the main page from BMJ 

open.  

 

Thank you very much for your comments and the document and the tables were revised as followings 

according to your comments.  

 

Cardiology was omitted in the keywords.  

 

They study population living between 2600m to 4900m, which it is a great difference in terms of 

hypoxia effects and that issue is not well addressed.  

Abstract. The design of the study has to be defined properly (cross sectional).  

The conclusion or summary has to be polished. For instance, they found that overweight <25 is a 

decisive factor.  

 

The objective was revised in Abstract.  

Objective: This population-based cross-sectional epidemiological study was aimed to determine the 

prevalence of hypertension and its relation to wide-ranged altitude (2600-4900m) of hypoxic 

environment and lifestyle change in a widely dispersed (45110 square kilometre) representative group 

of Ladakhi in Northern India.  

 

The following sentences were added in Strengths and limitations of this study  

Though we did not carry out the nutritional survey in the all subjects but overweight was a decisive 

factor for hypertension according to lifestyle change.  

 

Introduction:  

There is more recent information regarding High BP in Andeans and at high altitude that should be 

included (mohana et al, HAMB, Siques et al, HAMB, Luks, HAMB) and discussed appropriately either 

in this part or in the discussion.  
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References were added as followings.  

There have been conflicting reports with investigators generally reporting slight increase in the blood 

pressure level soon after arrival at high altitude1,2 and investigators reporting no such change3,4 or 

decrease followed by increase. 5,6 There is no standard way of treating hypertension at high altitude 

for sojourners till now.7,8 Similar contradictory views also exist between the investigators of the two 

high altitude continents regarding the blood pressure status of the high altitude natives. Studies done 

in Spiti India (4000m) shows lower prevalence of hypertension.9 Andean residents are reported to 

have low prevalence of hypertension1,10,11 while prevalence of hypertension in Tibet Lhasa was 

found to be higher than Han migrants residing in Tibet.12 Recent report showed prevalence of 

hypertension were higher in Tibetan highlanders13,14 than that of Chinese lowlanders.15  

 

 

The aims of the study are not in concordance with the abstract´s. Please, conciliate them accordingly.  

 

Abstract was revised and the aims of the study are in concordance with the abstract´s.  

 

They do not separate the introduction in people living below 3000 (considered as median high 

altitude) to those above 3500 m (high or very high altitude)  

 

Revised as followings  

The purpose of the study is twofold. One, to determine the prevalence of hypertension in different 

geographical subdivisions of this widely dispersed high altitude district (from median high 2500~ to 

very high ~4500 m) and second which factors among the altitude, occupation, socio-economic, and 

lifestyle plays predominant role in association with hypertension.  

 

 

Methods:  

This part is very long and confusing for the purposes of the manuscript and the average reader 

interested in this topic.  

 

How did they determine the sample? It has to be included.  

 

The following sentences were added in Methods.  

Tata institute of Social Sciences Mumbay (TISS) and Ladakh Autonomous hill development council 

(LAHDC) conducted a house to house survey of the total population of Leh (urban population) in 2007 

for developing a micro-level planning in the region. 17 Since this census data was the latest, we 

corrected and used this population survey list (age group 20-90 years) to draw our sample of urban 

population for the study. The list of 2000 eligible subjects were representative of the age and gender 

structure of Ladakhi family and they were invited as the volunteered participants to the research 

center in Leh town. While in the rural villages, announcement was carried out to the all people of age 

group of 20-90 years of both gender in the collaboration of health staffs and village leaders. We 

carried out health checks of the volunteered participants in health centers or community halls in the 

rural villages.  

 

The geopolitical subdivisions, for the purpose of this paper are not necessary. I suggest looking for a 

friendlier and understanding stratification.  

 

Classification of the geopolitical subdivisions are necessary, because each geographical sub-division 

has different characteristics in altitude, occupation, dietary habits and socio-economic conditions, 

which are closely associated with hypertension. But the classification was finally simplified into rural 

area, urban area and rural-to urban migration and those were analyzed in the multivariate analysis.  
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Data recollection:  

How was the methodology: home BP taking or in a medical unit? It is not clear.  

 

We carried out health checks of the volunteered participants in health centers or community halls in 

the rural villages and urban area.  

 

 

How hypertensive patients under treatment were treated. They count for hypertension prevalence, but 

could have had normal values of BP at the time of measurement:  

 

The definition was revised as followings and the results were analyzed by the revised definition.  

Systolic blood pressure ≥140 mm Hg and/or diastolic blood pressure of ≥90 mm Hg and/or taking 

current anti-hypertensive medicine was defined as hypertension.  

 

I suggest reducing much of the details regarding population or divisions, just naming the area, 

altitude, rural or urban and the number the villages or counties studied or enrolled. It is much easier to 

read and to interpretate the results. It is sufficient to explain just once the type of food and housing 

characteristics.  

 

The village names were omitted in the text, because all the names were shown in the map (Figure 1)  

 

The following sentence was revised.  

Figure 1 shows the map of Ladakh region showing all the villages in the subdivisions where the study 

was conducted.  

 

Please use meters instead feet (page 7, line 6)  

 

Revised as following.  

Khardong Pass (5400 m)  

 

Please check the BMI formula page 8, line 41.  

 

Revised as following.  

weight(kg)/(Height(m))2  

 

 

The BP device is validated elsewhere? Please include a reference.  

Do they the authors use an average or mean of two measures or which one?  

Please include the rationale for the BP cut points (add a reference,)  

Remarkably, measurement of SaO2 is not registered nor the device used and protocol. Please 

include in text.  

 

The following sentences were added.  

Blood pressure and SpO2 were measured twice after taking at least a 5-minute rest in a sitting 

position and the mean of systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and SpO2 

were calculated. SBP ≥140 mm Hg and/or DBP of ≥90 mm Hg and/or taking current anti-hypertensive 

medicine was defined as hypertension.21 The mean rate of current antihypertensive medication was 

2.1 %.  

 

 

I suggest including Statistical analysis as title:  
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Which ANOVA did the authors use? One way or repeated measures?  

For logistic regression the cut point for dependent or outcome variable has to be explicated either in 

this part or in the table and its rationale. For SPB , DBP or both.  

 

Where was established the statistically significant level?  

 

Revised as following.  

Statistical analysis  

Chi square test, Student‟s t-test and one-way ANOVA were conducted for the analysis of the 

prevalence rate of hypertension or overweight (BMI > 25), mean SBP, DBP, BMI and SpO2. The 

associations of hypertension with the above confounding factors including altitude, aging, sex , 

obesity, occupation and dwelling area were analyzed by multiple logistic regression. Hypertension as 

the dependent variable was defined as SBP ≥140 mm Hg and/or DBP of ≥90 mm Hg and/or taking 

current anti-hypertensive medicine.21 SPSS version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for 

the analysis. Statistically significant level was p< 0.05.  

 

 

 

Results  

Fig 1 does not add to the manuscript. I would delete it or include as supplementary material.  

 

Fig 1 is to be included in as supplementary material.  

 

I suggest including subtitles more explanatory instead of starting with table number. You could put 

“total prevalence of BP hypertension rate and related variables in Ladackh region”. Avoid repeat the 

table legend or caption.  

 

Titles and table legend or caption were revised.  

 

 

Table 1 should include the general characteristics of the population. I suggest include the n, age, 

weight, SaO2, BMI, SBP, DBP, sex, meters of altitude. Therefore authors‟ table 1 should be 

redesigned.  

 

The original Table 1 is understandable for the characteristics of subdivisions and this is also to be 

included in as supplementary material with the figure.  

 

The new Table 2. “Characteristics of all variables and those association with hypertension in Ladakh 

region.” was added.  

 

 

 

It is well known that saO2 varies with altitude, so it has to be written the expected value for every 

altitude. That should be discussed in some part of the text, since this a manuscript assessing altitude 

influence (that means mainly hypoxia) in BP hypertension.  

 

Mean of SpO2 were described according to altitude in new Table 5.  

SpO2 was closely associated with altitude (new Table 5) and ageing (new Table 3) but not associated 

with SBP, DBP or prevalence of hypertension (new Table 2).  
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Table 2: I suggest changing “among male and… “For according to gender. Explain if this table is for 

the whole population? I understand that it is, but it has to be in the caption.  

The word total is confusing: is it an average, mean?  

# p<0.10 is not significant (p NS). The p is for the model? , or the differences in between. Regarding 

symbols with p values, I suggest that better than trying to show how significant is, you should show if 

there is a difference regarding sex or age, provided you used ANOVA.  

 

The p is for the model of ANOVA.  

# p<0.10 was omitted.  

“Total” was changed to “all”.  

Symbols with p values are the comparison of the difference regarding sex in each age group.  

Title and the caption of the new Table 3 (old Table 2) was revised as followings.  

Table 3. Prevalence of hypertension and related variables according to sex and age groups in Ladakh 

region.  

 

p☨; Chi square test for the comparison of the prevalence of hypertension and BMI > 25 (%) among 

the 4 age groups, and ANOVA for the comparison of mean of SBP, DBP, BMI and SpO2 among the 4 

age groups in the whole population (n=2800).  

*; p<0.05, **;p<0.01, ***; p<0.001, ****; p<0.0001:Chi square test for the comparison of the prevalence 

of hypertension and BMI > 25 (%) and SpO2<89 (%) between male and female, and Student's t-test 

for the comparizon of mean of SBP, DBP, BMI and SpO2between male and female in each age 

group.  

 

 

Table 3, it is also confusing because of so many data. Title or subheadings have to be clear what 

values are you using. For instance “values are means plus SD or SE”. My suggestion is that this table 

be redesigned or included as supplementary material. Perhaps, change to rural, urban and migrants.  

 

Means of SBP, DBP, BMI and SpO2 were omitted and the new Table 4 (old Table 3) became simple.  

 

 

Table 5 , I suggest to use p value > 0.01 or p<0.001.  

 

Revised.  

 

 

Table 6: is for the whole population? If not it must be explicated in legend  

Again p values are not clear if there is for the model or among them. Please clarify.  

 

New Table 7 (old Table 6): is for the whole population.  

p values are for the model of Chi square test.  

 

 

Table 7: I suggest shortening and deleting occupation. Does this table could be avoided and 

highlighted in the text in results?  

 

Dwelling areas were simplified into only three groups in new Table 8 (previous Table 7).  

 

Table 8:  

How do you explain the higher OR between altitudes from 3000m 3999m? Please include in 

discussion.  
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The following sentences were added in discussion.  

The higher Odds ratio of altitudes from 3000m-3999 m compared with altitude below 3000 m was 

shown after adjustment with age, sex and overweight. One reason may be socio-economic factor, as 

this altitude level was compatible with that of urban area of Leh town and urban dwellers had higher 

rate of hypertension and obesity by lifestyle change compared with rural dwellers. Another reason 

may be the effect of high altitude itself, as the dwellers in Sham subdivision at the altitude of 3000 to 

3999 m had higher prevalence of hypertension in spite of lower prevalence of overweight compared 

with those dwelling below 3000 m. The highest prevalence in older people was shown at more higher 

altitude over 4000 m. Moreover prevalence of hypertension rose closely with altitude remarkably in 

farmer (p<0.001), mildly in sedentary worker (p=0.09) and insignificantly in nomad (Table 5). That‟s 

why the higher altitude range of 3000-3999 and 4500- (odds ratio; 2.18) kept significant association 

with hypertension after adjustment with age, occupation or dwelling area by the multivariate analysis, 

which also support the effect of high altitude itself to hypertension.  

 

I only see male. Does it mean that females are also not significant? Female at a later age seem to 

have more BP hypertension according to table 2, please explain or review your data.  

I suggest not use a continuous variable for altitude. Please try to make a dummy variable or stratified 

for above and below 3000 m.  

Please explain the high OR of Tibetan born in leh.  

Finally avoid if possible repeating the results that are already clear in tables.  

 

The odds ratio of male compared with female to hypertension was shown and not significant in the 

association with hypertension.  

 

Multivariate analysis was revised with the five groups of stratified variable for altitude and simplified 

valuables in occupation and dwelling areas with the related variables.  

Revised as following in Result.  

In model 1, the altitude range of 3000-3499 (odds ratio; 1.78) and 3500-3999 (odds ratio; 1.42) were 

significantly associated with high prevalence of hypertension compared with 2500-2999 (m) adjusted 

with age, sex and obesity. But the higher range of 4000-4499 or 4500- were not associated with 

hypertension. In model 2 with further adjustment by occupation, the altitude range of 3000-3499 (odds 

ratio; 1.62), 3500-3999 (odds ratio; 1.34) and the highest range of 4500- (odds ratio; 2.57) became 

significantly associated with hypertension. Sedentary worker had the higher association (odds ratio; 

1.56) compared with farmer, while nomad had lower association (odds ratio; 0.42). In model 3, with 

further adjustment by dwelling area, the altitude range of 3000-3499 (odds ratio; 1.44) and the highest 

altitude range of 4500- (odds ratio; 2.69) kept significant association with hypertension independent of 

occupation and dwelling area. People dwelling in Leh town (odds ratio; 1.92) and migrants from 

Changthang (odds ratio; 1.70) were significantly associated with high prevalence of hypertension 

compared with those dwelling in rural areas.  

 

 

Discussion  

Page 13, line 23. It is not satisfactory the explanation for higher BP after menopause at altitude. BP 

after menopause and CV tend to be equal not higher in women.  

 

The sentences were revised as followings.  

The cause of lower blood pressure in women below 60 years may be due to hormonal effect in 

females during this age, i.e. premenopausal women having a lower arterial blood pressure than age-

matched men. 25  

 

In this part is very clearly explained the particular differences of groups in terms of cultural and food 

habit in these population. Therefore, as I have suggested it must be shortened or taken away from 
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methodology. Even though, it has to be shortened as well.  

 

The introduction was shortly revised.  

 

There are several statements that lacks of a reference. Page 16, line 30 statement. Reference 4 does 

not support it. In fact I found too few references for this manuscript. Please sort out this weakness.  

 

New references were added.  

 

I agree with the limitations regarding genetic factors, but there is enough literature to support it. 

Moreover Tibetans seems to be one of the truly genetically adapted to altitude (Beall Cynthia et al,).  

 

The following sentences were added in discussion.  

Genetic evidence for high-altitude adaptation in Tibetan people were reported recently.36,37 

Relatively lower prevalence of hypertension in spite of higher one of overweight in Changthang 

Tibetan natives (hypertension/ overweight; 19.7% vs 31.9 %/ 39.5% vs 10.4% ) compared with 

Changthang Ladakhi living at higher altitude (4000-4900m) were shown in our report. The association 

between hypoxic adaptation gene and hypertension should be further studied.  

 

Before coming to a definitive conclusion check the log regression with stratified altitudes  

 

Thank you very much, I revised analysis and conclusion after using stratified altitudes.  

 

 

 

Reviewer Name Piuetro Amedeo Modesti  

Institution and Country Dept. of Clinical and Experimental Medicine,  

University of Florence,  

Florence, Italy  

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟:  

 

Thank you very much  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

Norboo T et al investigate the prevalence of hypertension in Urban and rural sparse communities 

living at high altitude. The study is of interest as only few information is available in that remote 

setting. However some points have to be considered:  

 

1.No information regarding sample dimension is given. Most importantly the power of the study and 

consequently which range of differences in hypertension prevalence can be estimated is not given to 

readers.  

 

Thank you very much for your comments and the document and the tables were revised as followings 

according to your comments.  

 

95% confidence interval was added to the all values for the prevalence of hypertension and related 

variables.  

 

2. Age is a relevant factor associated with hypertension prevalence. Census data are available. The 

Authors should try to explain why the sample was not stratified by age. The inclusion of age in a 

multivariate analysis might not be sufficient because of the underrepresentation of young and old 
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subjects in the final sample. The four age categories presented in table 2, cannot indeed be 

maintained in the following tables.  

 

We did not carry out the stratified prospective enrolments according to age stratification by Census 

data, because our aim is not only to disclose the prevalence of hypertension but also contribute to its 

prevention. We needed to survey more old and middle-aged people who had higher risk than young 

people. In the Census data in 2011 the percentage of age distribution of 20-39, 40-59, 60-74 and >75 

years were 48%, 36 %, 12%, 4% in the population aged 20 or more in rural area of Jammu & Kashmir 

State. In our final sample the percentage of age distribution of 20-39, 40-59, 60-74 and >75 years 

were 18%, 43%, 30%, 9%. Old and middle-aged people are included more than young people. The 

four age categories presented in previous table 2 (new Table 3) was maintained in the following 

revised tables.  

 

 

 

3.The definition of hypertension is not conventional for epidemiological studies. Notwithstanding the 

estimated low use of antihypertensive drug, a patients treated with drugs should be considered as 

hypertensive notwithstanding the measurement of low BP values.  

 

The definition was revised as followings and the results were analyzed by the revised definition.  

Systolic blood pressure ≥140 mm Hg and/or diastolic blood pressure of ≥90 mm Hg and/or taking 

current anti-hypertensive medicine was defined as hypertension.  

 

 

4.An important limitation of the present study is the absence of any information regarding salt intake. 

In low resource countries, sodium in the diet comes mainly from salt added during cooking and from 

sauces (e.g. soy sauce in China). In particular salted meat is a staple of the diet in Scandinavia, 

coastal Russia, and in the Arctic. Methods to estimate sodium intake mainly fall into two broad 

categories: estimation of urinary sodium excretion; and estimation based on dietary survey. Urinary 

sodium excretion was estimated only in one centre so that no useful information can be obtained. 

Information on food consumption are available but no data have been presented. In this sense the 

title is misleading.  

 

The title of “Epidemiology of hypertension in Ladakh; socio-economic, cultural, and dietary factors 

play bigger role than altitude.” was revised and changed into “Prevalence of hypertension at high 

altitude: cross sectional survey in Ladakh, Northern India 2007-2011.”  

 

The following sentences were added in Strengths and limitations of this study  

Though we did not carry out the nutritional survey in the all subjects but overweight was a decisive 

factor for hypertension according to lifestyle change.  

 

 

5.The number of table is probably high. Due to the lack of stratified prospective enrolments in the 

different centres, the number of subjects recruited in the single centres is probably too low to 

appreciate differences. Therefore data should only be presented as results of multivariate analysis. 

Furthermore to better appreciate the meaning of large confidence limits, the number of subjects 

included for each stratum should be included in Table 8.  

 

The number of subjects were included for each stratum in the new Table 9 (previous Table 8). 
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Julio Brito, MD,PhD 
INSTITUTE OF HEALTH STUDIES, UNIVERSIDAD ARTURO 
PRAT, CHILE 

REVIEW RETURNED 22-Jan-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have quite improved the manuscript addressing most of 
the comments and suggestions.  
 
There still are some minor details to be amended, but they do not 
prevent to follow the publishing process.  
Rephrase line 57-58, page 9, is confusing.  
There are some orthographic misspellings in several parts of the 
text, same line In instead in, for example.  
Capital letters missing page 6, line 38 for example  
  

 

REVIEWER Pietro Amedeo Modesti 
Dept. of Experimental and Clinical Medicine  
Universtity of Florence  
Florence, Italy 

REVIEW RETURNED 19-Jan-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The Authors correctly answered the questions of this reviewer  
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